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WHY Visualizing Inter-Domain Routing Dynamics

The Internet can be represented as a graph of Autonomous Systems (ASes).
Each AS dynamically selects the (AS-)paths to reach destinations on the Internet, according to inter-AS customer-provider relationships. Such relationships
define a hierarchy of all the ASes.
The Internet is renowned to be highly dynamic as AS-paths to any destination may frequently change (from an old path to a new path). Such AS-path
changes may impact the Internet operation and are usually debugged manually.
Figure 1(a) shows the AS-paths (valid at a specific time) from a set of ASes to a
specific destination, as displayed by BGPlay [2]. After a few seconds the state of
the network can be significantly different. Due to the enormous amount of ASpath changes occurring in a short time period, it is very difficult to spot them
and, thus, to locate their root causes. Hence, effectively visualizing an AS-path
change can significantly help understand the Internet dynamics.
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Fig. 1: (a) AS-paths towards a specific destination. Each number represents an AS.
The red node is the destination. (b) An AS-path change displayed by BGPath. Solid
edges belong to the new path, dashed edges belong to the old path.
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HOW-TO visualize Internet dynamics to support
analysis of network events

We propose to focus the visualization on a single AS-path change and to display
it on the customer-provider hierarchy, as [6] shows that network events located
at different levels of the hierarchy have usually significantly different impact on
the Internet.
We now describe our algorithm to draw an AS-path change. First, we assign
customer-provider relationships to the links of both old and new AS-paths, and
we direct the links from providers to customers. As shown by [5], we can then
classify ASes of both paths according to the valley-free property as follows:
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We assign vertical coordinates using a topological sort of the graph. We then
compute the horizontal coordinates. Namely, we first split edges spanning over
multiple vertical layers by adding extra nodes and edges. Further, we add extra
edges between nodes on the same layer, from nodes with lower type values to
nodes with higher values. Finally, the topological sort of this augmented graph
provides us with the horizontal coordinates, such that nodes in the new path are
placed right of nodes in the old path, according to the common intuition of time
flowing left-to-right.
In [4,3] we detail how our visualization paradigm supports the analysis of
network events. We also developed a publicly available tool, BGPath [1], which
visualizes a user-specified AS-path change according to the approach described
above and provides useful information to help identify its root cause. Figure 1(b)
shows how BGPath displays a sample AS-path change.
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